Police call off investigation after Glasgow rape claim

Officers investigating a rape in Glasgow city centre have called off the search.

It was alleged that a 19-year-old was raped in Renfrew Street, Glasgow city centre at approximately 3am on Tuesday morning.

Officers have now ruled that no crime was committed.

A police spokesperson said: "The investigation is now complete and no criminality has been established."
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Very strange.
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No criminality established? I thought it was an offence to cause a waste of police time by reporting a false complaint or making the police think that there was real danger. What are Police Scotland hiding. They have a duty to report incidents to the public. What would happen if the person repeats any allegations again in the future?
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Can you direct me/us to where it says the police have a duty to report incidents to the public on this particular occasion? They reported the original incident by going to the press seeking witnesses and because in those circumstances there is no doubt a potential public safety issue. They are now telling us that no criminality was established which to me suggests that either it didn't happen or if it did then it must have been consensual and therefore there is no longer a public safety issue. What more do you want to know and what do you think they could possibly be hiding? What else would you want them to report to you as a member of the public?
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Hope she gets charged then.
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Anyone making false allegations of rape is every bit as bad as a rapist. Some poor innocent bloke who answered the description could have been picked up and grilled for this. By the time his innocence is established, his character is wrongly blackened.
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